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JOE’S COMMENTS
Following our annual meeting in December, focusing on the Stewardship Program and
the Land and Water Conservation Fund, and our coverage of the same in the January
2015 ‘Partner’s News,’ I was feeling pretty upbeat. I had been talking to a new member
who owns a title company about an extensive interview in this issue to help you with
land title issues. Also, in accordance with our ‘peer’ program, I have been coordinating
Y5,!.G?!(&/&!+-!'(,"0(@!$+-7("@,$!&#!45+-!-+/#!"-!"!-976
with DNR Forestry and UW Extension to 7&04+#/!7"04+'+7"#4!+#!45,!.+(/0+*!1+2,0!3"4,0-5,$!.0&6
further the ‘Woodland Advocate’ program.
Y5+-!7+(,"4,$!;&&$7,'E,0!"77,"0,$!&94-+$,!"!
All worthy opportunities to help our members and interested forest owners. All
Z,'4M!!U,,!7"/,!C!=&0!*&0,!+#=&0*"4+&#M!!!!!
<&045;&&$-!;+#$&;!45,!$"@!"=4,0!:50+-4*"-M!
important matters for the continued viability of PIF and its members.
But, by early February common sense came crashing down, along with my focus on the
above matters. First off, Jerry Burkett, a Vilas County Supervisor, and a real estate
broker, released his plan to begin the liquidation of Vilas County Forest Crop lands. I
spent hours-days in research and networking as PIF stepped up to the challenge to
lobby hard for our county forests. Our statement is herein, for the long term record.
We will keep you apprised if this ridiculous proposal gains traction.
Stewardship:
Within days of the turmoil created by the county proposal, the state budget was
released, leaving me feeling if any of this forest conservation work we are passionate
about is worth it. My editorial, the PIF Statement on the Stewardship defunding
proposal, is also herein. This editorial received widespread coverage in state papers, as
it is true that we in Wisconsin like our public lands in a bipartisan way. In a reference
to Stewardship, State Senator Tom Tiffany commented that ‘we can no longer afford
nature lands.’ A statement like that demonstrates a very poor understanding of the
numerous benefits of the program, and makes me wonder if these ‘leaders’ have any
confidence in their own ability to lead this state (or county) in a positive direction. I
think our resource rich state can and needs to protect our very future with the
Stewardship Program. The Senator also informed me that conservation needed to be
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done in ‘other ways.’ I suspect he meant by land trusts. Our land trusts do very important and critical work
and protect wonderful landscapes at the community level. But, one can not envision local land trusts
protecting the vast acreage protected by Forest Legacy! Refer to September 2012 Partners News for more
on this, and learn how Stewardship has leveraged federal LWCF funds. I might add, if the underlying issue
is truly fiscal, please, I urge, have the spine to install a new way of funding Stewardship. I suggest a tax on
development profits.
State Budget:
If any of you supported the budget proposed, please help me understand, aside from the Stewardship
debacle, why or how;
It makes sense to remove DNR Forester approval from MFL cutting practices?
It makes sense to eliminate science and educator positions from DNR?
It makes sense to turn the DNR Board into advisory only? (This was already rejected by Joint Committee on
Finance)
BCPL:
Not too much crazier is the directive to Board of Commissioners of Public Land employees that they can not
mention climate change on work time as they manage public forest lands. Manage natural resources and do
not talk about an impending science based situation, that some have chosen to politicize. Can any one justify
that nonsense to me?
Penokee Mine:
At Penokee, the ‘Super Scam,’ titled by Jack Parker in these pages in January of 2012, is playing out
according to prediction as GTAC has pulled up stakes. And the politicians who supported that nonsensical
proposal for “all the jobs it will create” are crying foul and blaming the EPA, not the perpetrator. As Jack
Parker pointed out in 2011 and 2012, by definition there is no ore body at Penokee and thus it is
irresponsible to pretend there could be a mine. The winners here are certainly not the people of Wisconsin,
as laws were changed to favor a GTAC that will never mine in Wisconsin. You and I will never receive the
MFL favoritism from the legislature given to GTAC. In my opinion this degree of deregulation in a mining
bill, designed to help a mine that would never be, is a disgrace and comes with huge costs to our state.
County Deer Advisory Council (CDAC):
I have been on the Vilas CDAC for the four meetings determining the direction of what is suggested to the
NRB concerning our county deer numbers. I was truly the black sheep on this committee, as I was the only
voting member who felt our deer numbers do not need to be increased. I will be the first to acknowledge
that deer numbers are not uniform across the landscape, but I feel our forest regeneration and other special
plants on the landscape are truly being hampered by deer browse, and at some point the NRB may be faced
with a decision on deer numbers vs. forestry as a level of importance.
WAFO:
In reading WAFO e-news I was struck by the story about continued land clearing in Adams County. With
the Plum Creek sell off of the former industrial forest land, we can only hope water is adequate for all this
new irrigated agriculture. I moved out of the central sands region 30 years ago after being ‘oversprayed’
with a pesticide at a job site in Waushara County. The region was being grossly transformed then, long
before we were aware of the liquidation of the paper company lands. My experience is reminisced in a story
I wrote in 2008, published nationally in the Pax Christi USA Global Restoration Manual. http://
www.northwoodalliance.org/Water.htm
As always we want to hear from you. Submit something to share in the newsletter, give us your opinions on
matters we discuss and weigh in on. Hopefully I can be more positive next time.
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EARTH DAY 2015
Commentary by Joe Hovel
The Northwoods of Wisconsin is defined by its most
abundant and rewarding resource, a resource that
impacts the region’s economy, its residents, its
visitors, and its image. This resource is the
forestland that makes up the majority of the
Northwoods.
These forests are plentiful with opportunities and
natural wealth. As a dominant fixture of the
Northwoods economy, the forestlands are the
sustainable foundation of forest products industries
in the region. Many Northwoods residents have
work closely tied to the forest, in silviculture,
logging operations, on sawmill crews, or wood
processing. Timber or finished products are shipped
out of the area, drawing revenue from outside of the
region. The public forests, for the most part
managed for multiple uses, are vital to the timber
industry and tend to attract much higher stumpage
prices than do private sales. This is a benefit to all
by relieving state-wide tax burden.
Our public forests are a source of recreation for
people enjoying a variety of activities, and feature
abundant trails and terrain, acreage accessible for
hunting, and a variety of scenery offering
pleasurable sightseeing. With this draw, public lands
attract dollars to the Northwoods when vacationers
are lured by the charm of the Northwoods. They
come to enjoy the natural character of the
Northwoods, not the development that has
overtaken the forests and lakes in recent decades.
While either publicly or privately owned lands can
demonstrate Northwoods appeal, public lands are
unique in offering these benefits to everyone, while
not acting as a tax burden on any individuals.
These commonly owned lands also insure the
preservation of our Northwoods atmosphere. While
many private lands have been divided into smaller
tracts in a trend of forest fragmentation, public lands
are assured to remain viable forest and continue
contributing to our Northwoods economy and way
of life. In an environmental context, public lands are
much less vulnerable to fragmentation and
deforestation than are private lands, and are

In 2009 Stewardship program funds added 1103 acres
including this northern hardwood forest to the NHAL
State Forest, adding timber management, river frontage
and county road frontage. These acquisitions benefit our
economy and our way of life. Location is north central
Vilas County...

invaluable habitats for the abundant wildlife of the
Northwoods. Maintaining low population densities
preserves lakes and streams and surface and ground
water quality. As large, contiguous tracts of
land, these forests create expanses of undeveloped
ecosystems that preserve connectivity and wellfunctioning environments.
The number of threats to the environment and our
Northwoods grows each year. At the same time,
many of our elected officials have attempted to
erode the many benefits of the public lands, by
hampering the State’s ability to purchase land, and
even encouraging the sale of public lands as we
have recently seen in Vilas County. They use the
false argument that these resources are a burden to
own. Maybe they are unaware of the revenue these
forests generate or perhaps these ill-guided folks do
not recognize the fact that a forest does not demand
services, and requires neither black-top roads nor
new schools. Or possibly they are beholden to an
interest other than the common good.
The budget currently under consideration in the
state legislature would eliminate any Stewardship
program funding for state and county land purchases
and would even halt state funding for Forest Legacy
easements. These easements are a unique public-
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private partnership, maintaining a
privately owned timber base but
preventing fragmentation or
development and allowing for public
recreation. I consider these lands
‘public’ in my comments here. I have
always thought this partnership would
be a compromise that all could agree
to, protecting both our timber industry
and our way of life.
Today there are timely opportunities to
continue to conserve much of the vast
timber investment lands, which for
decades were owned by industry. Land
values are greatly reduced from only a
few years ago, and these investment
owner funds turn over quickly. To
protect some of these lands requires
diligence and available funding, such
as that from the Stewardship program.
The second-home economy in the area

has proven a bust, but the timber
industry is thriving and offers hope for
expansion of economic activity and a
long-term sustainable future in our
region. Failure to protect our working
forestlands will be catastrophic to the
future of the industry as well as
tourism.
Forestlands have demonstrated their
remarkable value to our state and all of
its citizens. An endorsement of public
lands is an endorsement of our
Northwoods as a legacy for future
generations. Because of the great
sacrifices of our predecessors, these
publicly owned lands and the riches
they hold belong to us all. For this we
can be very proud. Will future
generations judge our stewardship of
this resource with pride?

Photo contributed by Rod Sharka
...and several years later Stewardship funds complimented the purchase in acquiring the adjoining and beautiful
Dalzell Lake.
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Displayed here are the
Wisconsin Forest
Legacy
accomplishments,
which could not have
been completed
without a viable
Stewardship Program
for the State funding
or without the Land
and Water
Conservation Fund at
the federal level. The
projects which used
both state and federal
money give us a
glimpse of how
important Stewardship
is as a leverage to gain
federal funds for
Wisconsin.
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Partners in Forestry Cooperative
6063 Baker Lake Road
Conover, Wis. 54519
Mr. John Gagnon
Vilas County Forest Supervisor
Eagle River, Wis. 54519
RE: Vilas County Forest land sale proposal
Open letter to Vilas County Forest Committee, full Vilas County Board and residents,
Partners in Forestry Cooperative, a 15-year old organization driven by the interests of landowners who wish to
sustainably manage their forestlands, is publically opposed to Jerry Burkett’s recent proposal to sell off over 1000 acres
of County Forest land. This proposal of January 27, 2015 demonstrates ignorance on the valuable suite of economic,
social and environmental benefits of the forest, and suggests a serious disregard for the spirit of the County Forest Law
and the years of productive investment in developing well-managed forests.
Since its formation, Partners in Forestry has been invested in discussing and promoting the societal needs
satisfied by healthy and productive forests, and presently the economic benefits of forest ownership and sustainable
management have never been more promising. In recent years, land values throughout the region have declined,
sometimes significantly, yet the high demand for forest products is sustaining record stumpage prices. The forest
products economy is by far the bright spot in our local economy, and—coupled with tourism, which depends on healthy
forests and public lands—is the very livelihood of many northwoods residents. Due to sound past management, Vilas
County Forest land is now producing revenue that effectively reduces property taxes needed from county residents.
With loss of this land, future timber sale revenues will decline, leading to tax increases. Given these demonstrated
benefits, I would argue that now is the time when the County Forest should be expanded, not sacrificed.
Currently our Northwoods region is burdened with an overabundance of housing on fragmented forestland,
many of these now for sale at well below replacement cost. The suggestion to further fragment and develop productive,
revenue-generating forests disregards the realities of the present economic climate. The fact that this proposal is about
our own County Forest, a common resource held by and directly benefitting Northwoods residents, is without merit.
Our County Forest boasts globally recognized certification through the Sustainable Forest Initiative, and
demonstrates some of the best managed lands in the region. Through their responsible management, these forests also
provide a future for our young people with future timber revenues as well as logging, trucking and processing jobs. If
increased efforts were made by Mr. Burkett and the County Board to attract more non-polluting forest industry
processing facilities to the county, we could add significant value to the resource before it leaves while offering
meaningful employment to our young to keep them here.
The very thought of selling off any of our County Forests, especially in this time of depressed land values,
shows a blatant disregard for private land ownership in the area, by further depressing values. The suggestion that these
lands be sold with a deed restriction to prevent a buyer from entering in the Managed Forest Law suggests a desire to
control another’s private property rights and potential sources of income. This further indicates a poorly conceived
proposal with high potential for adverse consequences for potential buyers and for conflicts with adjoining neighbors.
In closing, we respectfully ask Mr. Burkett to invest his efforts into benefiting the common good of Vilas
County citizens and refrain from jeopardizing our forestry jobs.
If we can be of any service or clarify any comments within please ask.
Joe Hovel
Acting director and President of
Partners in Forestry Cooperative
6063 Baker Lake Road
Conover, WI 54519
www.partnersinforestry.com
715-479-8528
logcabin@nnex.net
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The Burkett proposal included these 80 acres holding beautiful pines, including this legacy – super canopy white pine
measuring 38” dbh and at least 4 logs 16’ in height. This single white pine would yield approximately 2000 BF of
lumber. Pine lands like this contribute greatly to the timber industry as well as aesthetics for us all. In the background is
County Hwy. S, bringing to light another common point among the lands slated for disposition….road frontage!

This photo emphasizes the height of the tree.
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FROM VILAS COUNTY OUTREACH
Submitted by:! Tim Friedrich
!
!
Forestry Team Leader - Oneida/Vilas Counties
!
!
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

REACHING THE UNENGAGED LANDOWNER
So……..what is an “UNENGAGED” landowner, you ask?
About 70% of the woodlands in Wisconsin are owned by private non-industrial forest landowners, or 12
million acres. Of that acreage, only 37% are under a sustainable forest management program like Managed
Forest Law. That leaves 7 ½ million acres out there – unengaged in sustainable forest management,
owned by people like you and me. Maybe.
Wisconsin’s economy depends on its forests. We are the number one paper producing state in the United
States! About 60,000 jobs with an output of $23 billion annually come from our forests. 1 ½ million cord
equivalents of wood come from landowners with land under MFL each year. But we still are not reaching
most private landowners. And we need to.
Last July, the Division of Forestry made attempts to reach “unengaged” landowners across the state. Every
Area of the Division was to come up with their own outreach attempt as per the following instructions:
• Leadership decided that each area should initiate a local outreach
• Leadership encouraged creativity and innovation but did not expect perfection;
• Each area was required to plan for at least one documented effort per area and submit an action
plan.
• All requests for service from unengaged landowners were to be considered priority work for staff
during fiscal year 2015.
• Areas would develop a specific localized effort to increase the number of unengaged private
landowners who are aware of our services to “take a walk in the woods” with a department forester.
• Teams were encouraged to be creative and think outside of the box. Utilize the passion of staff and
the corner of the desk model to help bring this plan forward.
Easy, right? Yeah, right.
Well, the Oneida/Vilas Team was the lucky winner of our Area’s sweepstakes. We were to come up with the
attempt for the 6-county Woodruff Area.
So, like any good bureaucracy, we held a meeting. All 12 DNR Forestry Team members from the
Rhinelander, Woodruff, Eagle River and Trout Lake stations brainstormed and came up with the following
action plan:
Woodruff Area Unengaged Landowner Outreach effort
a. Goal of Outreach
- Reach landowners where they are at on the “continuum of outcomes” – and
move them forward
b. Objectives:
- Determine “who” the landowner is
- Have him understand where to get info and professional help from
- Encourage landowners to get professional help, set goals and motivate others
- Encourage landowners to meet with a forester and walk their woods
- Practice sustainable management and understand their role on the landscape
c. Action Plan (4 – pronged)
- Piggyback on YFI (wildlife) in Oneida Co.
- Survey Mailing Outreach
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- Budget Initiative – Marketing Strategy based on Survey
- Establish Woodland Advocate Program in Vilas County
Our first decision was to pick the easy “low hanging fruit”. We decided to partner with wildlife in their Young
Forest Initiative (YFI) program. This was a cost shared program that enabled landowners to manage for
game habitat regenerating aspen and alder. Wildlife already had sent 1,039 letters out to every landowner
in Oneida County with 70 or more acres to make them aware of this cost-shared management opportunity.
They had over 50 interested landowners looking for assistance. A forester was needed to walk the property
with the Wildlife Biologist and landowner, to answer forestry questions. Previously, Wildlife contracted out
this work to the private sector. We offered DNR foresters to do this work – for free. And we took it one step
further. We decided since a management plan was required to access cost shared assistance from the
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), we would prepare a stewardship plan for those
landowners without a plan – about 40 owning about 4,000 acres. Step one completed.
Then, as per our instructions, “using the passion of the staff” (mine, to be exact) we decided to create a
mailer inviting Vilas County landowners with over 10 acres of land to take a survey. We needed to find out
“who” the Vilas County landowner actually was. What “trips his trigger”? What motivates him into action on
his land? Because, historically DNR attempts to entice landowners to workshops and management on their
lands have hit a brick wall. A year ago, 2,500 letters were mailed out to landowners in Oneida County
owning 10 or more acres of land. These landowners were invited to a workshop at CAVOC on the
Rhinelander School forest where a Wildlife Biologist would demonstrate in-the-field activities to improve
wildlife habitat, a forester walk-through of the school forest showing past management practices with a live
Ponsse demo and a planning/designing of trails on the property session. Six people responded. I’m not
sure exactly why. But I do believe the public does not trust DNR in outreach attempts.
This year we would try something different. We would “hide behind the skirts” of someone else. Brave, eh?
Maybe not. But it worked. We contacted Bill Klase, UW Extension Basin Educator, to see if he would work
with us on this outreach. He was excited to be involved!
We identified the target landowner to receive a mailing as owning 10+ acres of land in Vilas County AND
land currently not enrolled in a management or cost share program. Forestry would prepare a “snazzy”
mailer requesting landowners to take a survey - to find out “who” our Vilas Co. landowner really was. The
mailers that would be sent to landowners would have Bill’s UW-Extension return address instead of DNR’s.
On this mailer (last page), again an offer was made for a free aerial photo of their land and a free day of
work from a professional forester (not saying DNR forester) IF the landowner agreed to take the survey.
Initially we thought we would mail a survey to every one of our target landowners. But after initial
discussions with Bill and his vast experience in this area, and from an initial vetting of our proposed
questions and survey format, we changed our game plan. Each Ranger Station came up with at least 4
engaged landowners. These landowners were interviewed by Bill Klase as a focus group to determine their
motivation to decide what type of questions to develop for our survey. And rather than mail each landowner
a survey to complete and send back to us, the initial mailing offered an online survey OR a telephone survey
opportunity.
The Oneida/Vilas Team Leader manned the telephone and Klase supervised the online survey. Over 50
people responded and completed our survey, a success rate of 7% - better than expected. And because of
our “carrot” (free photo and forester walk-through on the property), we were able to provide significant
management assistance for these landowners, described below.
From the Survey Outreach, the following occurred:
• 49 landowners with 5,022 acres walked their land and talked with a DNR forester
• 1,192 acres now have written management recommendations
• 393 acres will have a written Stewardship Plan
• 195 acres will have possible timber sale assistance
• 470 acres were referred for MFL (400 acres in Iron County)
• We now have “data” to have analyzed to better reach out to Vilas County landowner
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Phase 3 of our Woodruff Area Outreach attempt would be to write a Budget Initiative for a Marketing
Analysis and Media Campaign. Funding is being requested through a FY 2016/17 Budget Initiative to hire a
private sector marketing firm to develop a strategy to reach unengaged forest landowners in Vilas County.
This proposal is a one-time expense. The proposed marketing strategy is to use data collected in the Area
online and telephone surveys from landowners in Vilas County who own at least 10 acres of land and are
not in any management program. It is hoped that this marketing strategy would find a common denominator
that might encourage these typical private forest landowners to manage, not just own. The marketing firm
could professionally package the message and then develop a media strategy that would get that message
out. This would increase the number of unengaged private landowners who are aware of our services. It is
then hoped that this increased awareness would translate into a greater number of landowners seeking
professional guidance.
The anticipated cost for this marketing strategy is between $69,000 and $80,000. While the proposal
suggests one time funding through non-operational dollars, it is possible this proposal could be funded from
existing funds. It would require additional funds from a level higher than the Team level, likely either the
District or Divisional level.
The final “prong” of the Area Outreach was to start up the Woodland Advocate program in Vilas County.
Historically, our best outreach success came from landowners we worked with, who have had timber that we
marked harvested successfully, were happy with the experience and advocated for us informally with
neighbors. The Woodland Advocate Program (WAP) used in the central part of the state would try to
duplicate that occurrence formally by using engaged landowners willing to work with others in the community
who are not engaged.
Specific actions for the Woodland Advocate Program
• Recruit 2 Woodland Advocates in Vilas County – one on the east side, the other on the west
• Get a 3 year commitment from them
• Prepare a map for Advocate with parcels > 10 acres
• Provide names of MFL landowners to WAP Director to delete them from a landowner list
• DNR forester gets list of names from WAP Director and deletes names who received professional
advice
• WAP Director mails invite to those on the list
The WAP Director records contact info for those returning the postcard and forwards to Advocate
• Advocate contacts landowner and schedules appointment, informing DNR forester
• Forester and Advocate visit the landowner
• Forester prepares a plan and gives to the landowner and Advocate, with landowner permission
• Advocate uses the plan to include landowner in appropriate activities based on objectives
This final phase of our outreach will begin in March. Two advocates have been identified – Joe Hovel for
eastern Vilas County and Dick Teske for western. Bill Klase, Basin Educator, will “train up” the advocates in
March. Bill will then mail letters to all Vilas County landowners who did not respond to our survey and inform
them about the opportunity they have with this program. It is hoped each Advocate may be able to make 30
– 50 contacts in the three-year trial period. A budget for mailings and for Advocate mileage will be provided
for their help in this effort.
But this is not success. This is only scratching the surface. We need you – the ENGAGED landowner for us
to succeed. Tell your story to others. Help us find people to walk their woods with. Our only chance is us.
Together.

Contact us for a visit of your woodlands within our ‘peer
program’ in accordance with the “Woodland Advocate program.”
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PIF Note: Below are some talking points from our friends at the Wisconsin
Alliance of Forest Owners. They have a very vital and worthwhile mission,
which I think PIF is in strong agreement on. There are just a very few spots in
these talking points which I have expressed a concern or an alternate idea, but
for the most part I very much agree with this content.

The Wisconsin Alliance of Forest Owners
WAFO was founded by and is supported by individual landowners
WAFO works for: - fair property taxes on woodlands and MFL (Managed Forest
Law) reform
- recognition that timber is a long term agricultural crop
Privately owned woodlands are increasingly threatened by state actions
which encourage destruction of forests by providing strong incentives that favor
other uses of these lands.

Property tax reform
Background
-

Rural property taxes on productive forestland have risen dramatically in the
past 18 years

-

Taxes on other agricultural land have fallen significantly

-

An analysis of rural property taxes has shown that while taxes on other classes
of agricultural land have fallen steadily in the past 18 years, taxes on
productive forestland have risen dramatically.

Problems

Have
you paid your
PIF dues?

-

Taxes of more than $3 per acre make it difficult to realize any gains from
sustainable timber production

-

Tax and regulatory increases on woodlands have created a major incentive for
landowners to either clear cut their woodlands, pasture them with livestock, or
sell the land for development.
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Solutions: WAFO’s proposals for equitable tax treatment
-

Treat timber as an agricultural crop by:
❖ Taxing sustainably managed timber lands based upon its use
❖ Clearly defining and incorporating working forests as another agricultural
use in Statutes and Codes.
❖ Including timber sales in the Manufacturing and Agricultural tax credit
that reduces the state income tax rate from 7.9% to 0.4% on our other
agricultural crops.

MFL Reform: Equitable and reasonable regulations and restrictions
Background
-

Wisconsin’s Managed Forest Law (MFL) was passed in 1985 to create a tax
structure that allowed landowners to sustainably grow trees and keep their land
in forest.

-

To enroll in the program, landowners signed a 25 or 50 year “contract” with
the state to follow a management plan and a harvest schedule for their
woodlands.

Problems
-

Changes to MFL in recent years have caused the program to fail in its purpose
to make sustainable timber production a viable business.

-

The state has consistently made unilateral changes to MFL requirements and
regulations that act to the detriment of land owners, violating its legal
obligation to obtain agreement from the other party to the contract.

-

Local governments receive $2.14/acre of the $10.68 tax landowners in the
MFL pay. The remaining $8.54/acre is a special state tax placed on lands that
are entered as closed. This special tax is a major reason why timber production
is a net loss for most woodland owners.

Solutions: WAFO’s proposals for fixing MFL
-

Reduce or eliminate the $8.54 per acre special tax the State of Wisconsin
places on forest lands enrolled in the MFL. {In the north, with some larger
parcels of land in MFL, the ‘OPEN’ category is more possible as an
alternative. In southern Wis. the ‘Open’ choice is much less of an option to
landowners with smaller forested acreage}

-

Restore the ability of landowners to receive income between harvests by being
able to lease MFL lands for recreational uses compatible with sustainable
forestry

-

Ensure MFL entries are treated as contracts: Changes can’t be made without
the agreement of both parties

-

Expand the ability to withdraw small parcels from MFL *

-

Reduce MFL withdrawal penalties *

!
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-

Simplify the ability to transfer portions of MFL property * {these 3 points
give me just a bit of heartburn. As a public benefit of MFL we want to avoid
forest fragmentation so I am especially concerned about proposing the
reduction in withdrawal penalties. At times I think these penalties are too low
as is, as very often I have seen a developer fragment-parcelize a MFL land and
look at the penalty as no more than a cost of doing business. But keep in mind
northern Wisconsin is a whole different landscape that the south.}

-

Restore the ability of DNR county field foresters to provide assistance to
private landowners

Part II: Background information
Private woodlands in Wisconsin

As a service to PIF
members, contact Joe
for special pricing in
your needs for:
•
Napoleon wood
stoves
•
wood finishes
and
preservatives
•
garden and tree
amendments
•
grass seed for
trails
•
Tool handles,
replacement
handles

-

360,000 private woodland owners in WI

-

These own 10.4 million acres of wooded land (57% of total wooded acres)

-

155,000 own 10 or more acres of forest, for a total of 9 million acres

Wisconsin’s Forestry Industry depends on private landowners
-

Privately owned forests produce 64 percent of the wood used in Wisconsin’s
forest product industries

Wisconsin depends on its forestry industry
-

The forest products industry is the largest economic sector in the state,
producing $20 billion worth of products per year

-

Timber harvesting and processing provides 68,000 jobs, second only to
agriculture

-

A total of 300,000 jobs in Wisconsin rely on timber production

Other benefits of managed woodlands
-

Cleaner air, cleaner water, erosion control, extensive wildlife habitat, a
beautiful landscape, and wildlife sanctuaries for rare plants, animals, and
natural communities.

-

Increases the wildlife population of many woodlands, benefiting the state’s
670,000 licensed hunters {and I would mention the benefit of keeping forest
lands healthy and intact to the tourism industry}

How woods are managed sustainably
-

Take the worst, and leave the best trees to grow to economic maturity

-

Harvest at the right time and with the right methods to ensure quick and
successful re-growth of trees

-

Thin and prune trees to create faster-growing, healthier trees that produce more
food for wildlife, and better quality timber

!
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-

Employ Best Management Practices (BMPs) to control erosion and ensure
clean water

-

Manage for diversity of species and forest ages for maximum wildlife habitat,
and for resilience to pests, disease, and catastrophic weather

How Property Taxes are calculated
1. Tax parcels are classified by use. The eight statutory classifications for real
property are: (1) residential, (2) commercial, (3) manufacturing, (4)
agricultural, (5) undeveloped, (5m) agricultural forest, (6) productive forest
land, and (7) other.
2. Fair Market Value (FMV) is established. State law provides that all nonagricultural assessments must be based upon the market value (the price which
could ordinarily be obtained at private sale)
3. The tax rate for the township is determined. The clerk calculates the rate
after the governing body of the town, village, or city determines how much
money must be raised from the property tax.
4. Property taxes are calculated by multiplying FMV by the tax rate.\
5. Special tax breaks for particular classes of property are applied. State law
provides the following property taxation standards:
a. Undeveloped land and “agricultural forest” land are assessed at 50% of
full value.
b. The assessed value of agricultural land is based on its use in agriculture,
rather than its fair market value as determined by a special formula.
c. Taxes on forest lands are prescribed by the legislature. The managed
forest law is an example of how this constitutional ability has been
applied.
Abstracted from:
“2014 Guide for Property Owners” http://www.revenue.wi.gov/pubs/slf/pb060.pdf
“2014 Agricultural Assessment Guide for Wisconsin Property”
http://www.revenue.wi.gov/pubs/slf/pb061.pdf
Wisconsin Department of Revenue
Division of State & Local Finance
Office of Technical and Assessment Services
P.O. Box 8971
Madison, WI 53708-8971
E-mail: bapdor@revenue.wi.gov

!
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Armillaria Root Disease
Submitted by:
John Schwarzmann, Forest Supervisor
Board of Commissioners of Public Lands

Armillaria root disease is found throughout temperate and tropical regions of the world. In the continental United
States, the disease has been reported in nearly every State. Hosts include hundreds of species of trees, shrubs,
vines, and forbs growing in forests, along roadsides, and in cultivated areas.
The disease is caused by fungi, which live as parasites on living host tissue or as saprophytes on dead woody
material. The fungus most often identified as causing the disease is Armillaria mellea (Vahl: Fr.) Kummer. Recent
research, however, indicates that several different but closely related species are involved. Therefore, the generic
term Armillaria is used to refer to this group.
These fungi are natural components of forests, where they live on the coarse roots and lower stems of conifers and
broad-leaved trees.
As parasites, the fungi cause mortality, wood decay, and growth reduction. They infect and kill trees that have
been already weakened by competition, other pests, or climatic factors. This type of activity occurs throughout the
United States--especially in deciduous forests of the East. The fungi also infect healthy trees, either killing them
outright or predisposing them to attacks by other fungi or insects. Such behavior typically occurs in the relatively
dry, inland coniferous forests of the Western United States.

Common Names
Armillaria and the disease it causes have several common names. Shoestring root rot refers to the rootlike fungal
structures, called rhizomorphs, that spread the fungi. The names honey mushroom, honey agaric, mushroom root
rot, or toadstool disease refer to the mushrooms produced. Conifers often respond to infection by producing a
copious flow of resin, hence, the names resin glut or resin flow. When oaks are the common host, Armillaria is
often called the oak fungus.

Detection and Diagnosis
Characteristics of Infected Trees. Because these fungi
commonly inhabit roots, their detection is difficult unless
characteristic mushrooms are produced around the base of
the tree or symptoms become obvious in the crown or on
the lower stem.
Crown symptoms on conifers and broad-leaved trees vary
somewhat. Generally, however, the foliage thins and
discolors, turning yellow, then brown; branches die back;
and shoot and foliar growth are reduced.
On large, lightly infected or vigorous trees, crown
symptoms develop over a number of years (Figure 1), until
the trees die. Conifers frequently produce a larger-thannormal crop of cones, known as stress cones, shortly before
they die.

Figure 1. - The Douglas-fir on the right with sparse

foliage and poor shoot growth has been infected for a
number of years.
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Figure 5. - Resin on a
Douglas-fir. The first
resin produced in
response to the fungi
turns dark brown but
later is often covered
with resin that retains a
white sheen.

Figure 4. - Removing the
bark at the base of the
symptomatic ponderosa
pine in figure 3 reveals the
characteristic mycelial fans.

Figure 2. - This subalpine fir
was killed rapidly and retained
its full complement of needles.

Figure 3. - Crown
symptoms alone, such
as those on this
ponderosa pine, are
not sufficient to identify
the presence of
Armillaria

On small, extensively infected or low-vigor trees, crown symptoms develop rapidly: the foliage quickly discolors,
and the tree often dies within a year (Figure 2). On such trees, premature foliage loss and reduced shoot and foliar
growth may not be apparent.
Trees affected by prolonged drought or attacked by rodents, bark beetles, or other fungi, particularly other root
pathogens, can produce crown symptoms similar to those caused by Armillaria. Thus, additional evidence, often
found on the roots and on the lower stem, is needed to diagnose the disease (Figures 3 and 4).
On most conifers, the infected portions of the lower stems are somewhat enlarged and exude large amounts of
resin (Figure 5). Infected portions of the roots frequently become heavily encrusted with resin, soil, and
sometimes fungal tissue.
In contrast, infected portions of broad-leaved trees sometimes develop sunken cankers covered with loose bark or
bark infiltrated with gum and other exudates. But most often these cankers are inconspicuous or absent.
If Armillaria is present, removing the bark covering infections will expose the characteristic, white mycelial mats
or the rhizomorphs that grow between the wood and the bark.
The white mycelial mats are marked by irregular, fanlike striations; hence, they are often referred to as mycelial
"fans." The thick mats decompose, leaving impressions on the resin-impregnated inner bark. (See cover photo.)
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Figure 6. -

Figure 7 - A cluster of

Shoestringlike
rhizomorphs between the bark and
the wood of a grand
fir.

mushrooms at the base of
a western white pine. The
spores seem to be of
limited importance in
spreading the

Figure 8 - A cluster of
mushrooms on the root of
a red oak.

Rhizomorphs growing
beneath the bark are flat,
black to reddish brown, and
up to 0.20 inch (5 mm) wide
(Figure 6). They have a
compact outer layer of dark
mycelium and an inner core
of white mycelium.
Rhizomorphs also grow
through the soil. Except for
being cylindrical and about
half as wide, subterranean
rhizomorphs are similar to
those produced beneath the
bark.

Mushrooms,
the
reproductive stage of these
fungi, confirm the presence
of Armillaria. The shortlived mushrooms may be
found growing in clusters
around the bases of infected
trees or stumps (Figures 7 and 8). They are produced sporadically in late summer or autumn, and are most
abundant during moist periods.
The mushrooms of the different species vary somewhat but generally
have yellow or brown stalks about 2 inches (5 cm) long, and a ring is
sometimes found around the stalk just below the gills. The stalks have
honey-yellow caps, 2 to 5 inches (5 to 12.5 cm) across. The upper side
of the cap may be slightly sticky and dotted with dark brown scales;
underneath, the cap has light-colored gills, which produce millions of
light yellow to white spores.
Armillaria causes a white rot of infected wood. When wood first begins
to decay, it looks faintly water soaked; then it turns light brown. In the
advanced stages of decay, wood becomes light yellow or white (Figure Figure 9 - Wood of Douglas-fir in advanced
9) and may be marked by numerous black lines. Advanced decay is stages of decay is light yellow and stringy.
spongy in hardwoods but often stringy in conifers.
In live trees, stem decay, referred to as butt rot, is confined largely to
the inner woody tissues. Butt rot seldom extends more than a few feet above the ground.
Patterns of Infection. Trees of different species and sizes may be killed individually throughout stands. This
pattern often occurs in managed stands reforested with species unsuited to the site but may also occur in
unmanaged stands.
Armillaria also kills trees-primarily conifers-in a pattern of progressively expanding disease centers. These
centers develop in managed or unmanaged stands and vary from small areas affecting several trees to areas of up
to 1 ,000 acres (400 ha). Within disease centers and on their expanding margins, trees in varying stages of decline
are normally present. One or all species and sizes of conifers may be affected.

Infection and Spread
Armillaria may live for decades in coarse woody material. From this food source, the fungi spread to living hosts.
Spread occurs when rhizomorphs, growing through the soil, contact uninfected roots or when uninfected roots
contact infected ones.
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Rhizomorphs can grow for distances of up to 10 feet (3 m) through the upper soil layers, and they penetrate the
roots by a combination of mechanical pressure and enzyme action. The rhizomorphs' growth and ability to
penetrate roots depend upon the specific fungus, the type and amount of the food source, the soil environment, and
the host species.
When uninfected roots contact infected ones, the fungal mycelium invades uninfected roots without forming
rhizomorphs. Such spread is common in dense stands where root contact is frequent.
Vigorously growing trees often confine the fungi to localized lesions and limit their spread up the roots by
secreting resin and rapidly forming callus tissues. But when infected trees are in a weakened condition, Armillaria
spreads rapidly through the roots. If the growth of the tree improves, fungal growth is checked. Such interaction
occurs throughout the life of an infected host until (1) it outgrows the fungi or (2) the fungi reach the root collar,
girdle the stem, and kill the tree.
When infected live trees are cut, Armillaria rapidly spreads into the uncolonized parts of roots and stump. As a
result, the food source increases and may be responsible for initiating new disease centers.

Management
Because these fungi are indigenous to many areas and live on a wide variety of plants and woody material, their
eradication or complete exclusion is not feasible; management should be directed toward limiting disease buildup
or reducing its impact.
Cultural management shows promise for dealing with Armillaria in commercial forests. Management
considerations include (1) reforesting stands with a mixture of species ecologically suited to the site and not
obviously infected by Armillaria; (2) maintaining vigorous tree growth without causing undue damage to soils; (3)
minimizing stress to and wounding of crop trees; and (4) reducing the food source by uprooting infected or
susceptible root systems and stumps.
Where infection is limited, integrating the first three considerations into management prescriptions may be
adequate.
Where infection levels are high, such as in root disease centers, all four considerations may be used. Stumps and
roots should be removed in a zone extending at least 33 feet (10 m) beyond the visible margin of the disease center
because root systems in this area are likely infected.
Sometimes other pests or stand conditions may be more significant than Armillaria. A thorough evaluation of
existing or potential pest activity, site and stand characteristics, and the feasibility of various options should always
be made before selecting a management alternative.
R.E. Williams,1 C.G. Shaw, III,2 P.M. Wargo,3and W.H. Sites4
1Plant

Pathologist, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Intermountain Region, State and Private Forestry, Boise, ID.
plant pathologist, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, Juneau, AK.
3Research plant pathologist, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Northeastern Forest and Range Experiment Station, Hamden, CT.
2Research

4Plant

pathologist, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Southern Region, State and Private Forestry, Asheville, NC.

FUTURE ARTICLES
If you have questions that you would like to see addressed in the newsletter, suggestions for, or have
articles for, future newsletters, please contact us at partnersinforestry@gmail.com or by mail:
Partners In Forestry
6063 Baker Lake Rd

Have you checked out
PIF’s website?
www.partnersinforestry.com
The website is for members to expose your business, service or tree farm,
share thoughts, ideas, articles, photos, and links.
This is your COOP, we need your input as much or more than your dues.

PARTNERS IN FORESTRY
6063 Baker Lake Road
Conover, WI 54519
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"This institution is an equal opportunity provider."
Protecting your wooded land for the future is essential to clean water, clean air, wildlife habitat, sustainable wood supply…all things that are
necessary to society and health, and that are gone forever if the land is developed.

